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Resources

You will need the following resources:
Hand and Power Tools and Fabrication Techniques
Metals and Engineering Industry, Australian Training Products Ltd, Melbourne
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Introduction
Tools
Tools can be divided into two main groups: hand tools and power tools. Hand tools are
operated by the physical strength of the user. Power tools require an external source of
power such as electricity or compressed air to operate.
Each of these groups can also be divided into sub groups.

Tools
Electric

Power tools

Hand tools

Explosive
Hydraulic

Measuring

Fastening

Pneumatic (air)
Marking-out

Gripping and
clamping

Cutting
Impact

The advantage of power tools over hand tools is that they do not rely entirely on the
physical strength of the operator to do the job at hand. Power tools are often much
faster and, in some cases, more accurate than hand tools. It would be difficult to
operate a business without the use of power tools. However, the disadvantages of
power tools are the increased risk of injury if not used properly and elevated noise
levels.
There are four types of power used to drive portable power tools:
•

electric

•

pneumatic (air)

•

hydraulic

•

explosive.
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Electrical tools
These tools are used in smaller factories where the operation of a compressor is
deemed uneconomical. Most static tools such as bench grinders and drill presses
operate on electricity. With the increasing use of rechargeable battery or cordless drills,
electrical tools can be used well away from a mains power supply.

Read pages 168 to 175 of Hand and Power Tools, and then answer the following
questions.
1.

When using electrical tools, dangerous environments must be avoided.
Name two dangerous environments.
a)

__________________________

b)

______________________________

2.

Always allow the tool to reach _______

_______ before bringing it to the job.

3.

When helping a victim of an electrical accident, what is the first thing to do?
_________________________________________________________________

4.

Give two methods of separating an electrical shock victim from the conductor (the
source of electricity).
a)

5.

__________________________

b) ______________________________

What type of fire extinguishers must not be used on electrical fires?
a)

__________________________

b) ______________________________

6.

Double-insulated electrical tools should not be earthed. Draw the symbol used to
identify double-insulated tools.

7.

Electrical leads should be uncoiled prior to use. Why is this necessary?
_________________________________________________________________
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Pneumatic tools
Commonly called air tools, these operate at higher revolutions per minute (RPM) than
electrical tools and therefore do the work more quickly. Pneumatic tools alleviate some
of the common dangers associated with using electrical tools such as having electrical
leads running across workshop floors, dangers associated with working in damp or wet
conditions and sparking of the machines in volatile fume areas such as paint workshop
areas. Pneumatic tools are lighter to handle than those powered by electricity.
Read pages 177 to 181 of Hand and Power Tools, and then answer the following
questions.
1.

What is a common air pressure used in factories to operate pneumatic tools?
_________________________________________________________________

2.

It is dangerous to clean yourself with compressed air. List three possible outcomes.
a)

______________________________________________________________

b)

______________________________________________________________

c)

______________________________________________________________

Hydraulic tools
Common jacks such as bottle jacks and trolley jacks use hydraulic power. Hydraulic
power is slow when compared to other forms of power but it is able to deliver the very
high pressures required to lift trucks (trolley jacks) or bend heavy pipe (hydraulic pipe
bender).

Trolley jack
•

Before using a trolley jack, if possible place the vehicle on a hard level surface.
Chock the wheels which remain on the floor.

•

Apply the vehicle’s hand brake.

•

For an automatic transmission vehicles, select ‘park’. For a manual transmission,
place in first gear.
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Most vehicles have jacking points, which must be used to avoid damage to the
vehicle when using jacks. Refer to the manufacturer’s manual if you are unsure
where these points are located.

Do not work on the vehicle supported by a jack. Use safety stands.

Pipe benders
These are used to bend pipe up to 90° angles. The correct former and rollers must be
selected for each different-sized pipe. The use of an incorrect former will result in a kink
in the pipe or damage to it.

Explosive tools
A licence is required to operate portable explosive tools. Explosive tools can fire
fasteners such as threaded studs into a steel main runner without the need to drill a
hole. These devices use an explosive charge (the cartridge) to fire a projectile (the
fastener) into the material (eg the main runner).

Explosive powered tool
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Grinding and sanding tools
Tools that grind or sand away material use an abrasive action. These tools are
available as air-powered or electrical-powered tools and increasingly as fully portable
battery-powered tools. The most common abrading tools are angle grinders, vertical
grinders, straight grinders, sanders and polishing buffs.

Read pages 191 to 198 of Hand and Power Tools, and then answer the
following questions.

1.

There are three basic types of portable grinding machines. Name them.
a) __________________ b) __________________ c) ___________________

2.

What is the difference between an angle sander and an angle grinder?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

3.

With safety in mind, what is the first thing to be done when changing a grinding
disc or a sanding pad?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
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4.

When the grinding operation has been completed, switch off the machine and
place it on the bench with the _________ _________ _________.

5.

What is the name given to a small version of a straight grinder?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

6.

When would a sander be used instead of a grinder?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

7.

To bring the surface of paintwork to a high shine, what type of machine should be
selected?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

Drilling tools
Drilling tools are used in conjunction with drill bits to drill holes in material such as
wood, steel and plastics. Most drills are pistol grip drills although larger varieties will be
fitted with two handles for better grip and stability. Drills used for drilling on chassis may
be magnetic. There are other added features of pistol grip drills which make them more
versatile, such as reverse rotation, torque settings making them useful as an electric
screw driver and a hammer action setting. All these features are available in a cordless
drill.

Electrical and air drills

Read pages 199 to 201 of Hand and Power Tools, and then answer the
following questions.
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In relation to pistol grip drills, what would a 13 mm pistol grip drill mean?
_________________________________________________________________

2.

The smaller the drill bit, the ___________ the drill speed.

3.

The harder the material being drilled, the ___________ the drill speed.

Sawing tools
Sawing tools use a sawing action, which means that they go back and forth using their
teeth to remove pieces of material.

Jigsaw

Sabre saw

Circular saw

Read pages 205 to 210 of Hand and Power Tools, and then answer the following
questions.
1.

List three materials which can be cut with a jigsaw.
a) _________________ b) _________________ c) _________________

2.

A two-handed jigsaw is often referred to as a _________ _________.

3.

On which stroke does a jigsaw cut the down stroke or the up stroke?
Circle the correct answer.
a)

4.

Down

b)

Up

If the saw blade teeth become clogged when cutting soft metal, what would be the
solution?
_________________________________________________________________
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What is the name given to the gap left in the material by the saw blade after it has
made the cut?
_________________________________________________________________

6.

When cutting a circle, why are small wedges placed in the kerf?
_________________________________________________________________

7.

When used with a circular saw, what purpose does a riving knife serve?
_________________________________________________________________

8.

When cutting sheet material with a circular saw, the good face should be
_________________________________________________________________

Cutting tools
Cutting tools generally use a shearing action to cut material as opposed to a sawing
action. Cutting tools used by vehicle body builders could include shears and nibblers
for steel and routers, and trimmers for timberwork.

Shears

Nibblers

Router trimmer
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Read pages 211 to 213 of Hand and Power Tools, and then answer the
following questions.
1.

What is the maximum thickness of sheet metal a set of shears can cut?
_________________________________________________________________

2.

To cut 1 mm sheet steel with shears, what should the gap between the blades be
set at?
_________________________________________________________________

3.

Where would nibblers have an advantage over shears?
_________________________________________________________________

Shaping tools
Shaping tools include:
•

pipe bending tools

•

tube benders.

Pipe benders are usually hydraulically operated compared with tube benders, which
can usually be manually operated because of the thinner wall thickness of tubing.
Bending pipe results in a ‘gain’ on the length of material over the bend. For example, if
a heavy cab rack is to be 2200 mm wide and 1400 mm high, how long should the pipe
be cut and where would the centres of the bends be marked?
Because all bending machines are a little different, there needs to be a trial run to
determine the ‘gain’ of material (see next page).
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Test piece
As a test piece cut a length of pipe 2000 mm long. Mark from each end 500 mm.
Place this mark on the centre of the former and bend the pipe at right angles. Repeat
for the other end.
Now measure the height of the bent material. Say, for example, the cab rack is 550 mm
in height, then there is a gain of 50 mm. Say, for example, the width is 1100 mm, then
there is a gain in width of 100 mm.
When marking out future cab racks, they need to be cut 200 mm shorter than the
square measurement. The centre of the bends need to be marked 450 mm in from the
outside.

Clamp

Fixed form

Shoe or wiper block
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Equipment and machinery
Metalworking machines
Metalworking machines include:
•

guillotines

•

croppers

•

bandsaws

•

abrasive cut off saws

•

friction saws

•

cold saws

•

bench grinders

•

pedestal grinders

•

linishers

•

drilling machines

•

pan break folders.

Guillotines
Read pages 62 to 63 of Fabrication Techniques, and then answer the following
questions.
1.

Why should flat bar, rod and wire not be cut with a power guillotine?
_________________________________________________________________

2.

How can polished material be protected when cutting it on a power guillotine?
_________________________________________________________________

3.

When compared with mild steel, how much extra force is required to cut stainless
steel?
_________________________________________________________________

4.

On a power guillotine, how must small pieces of metal be removed from between
the blade and the guard?
_________________________________________________________________
11
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Croppers
A cropping machine is used for quickly removing metal or cutting material such as
angle, flat and round bar to length. They can be likened to a powered version of a hand
guillotine. The cut end of the material is usually deformed and not a neat cut. For this
reason, cropping is usually reserved for quick, rough cutting of material.

Some croppers can be fitted with dies and punches for the stamping of holes and the
notching of material.

Bandsaws
Bandsaws are used in vehicle body building to cut wood, metals and plastics.
Bandsaws designed to cut wood have a blade which runs vertically. Metal cutting
bandsaws can be either vertical, horizontal or a combination of both positions.

Read pages 84 to 86 of Fabrication Techniques, and then answer the following
questions.

1.

List the two main differences between a metal bandsaw and a bandsaw
designed to cut wood.
a)

__________________________

b) _______________________________

2.

Another name for a vertical-horizontal bandsaw is _________________________.

3.

Give one advantage of a vertical bandsaw over a horizontal bandsaw.
_________________________________________________________________
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On a vertical bandsaw, normally the worktable is fixed to the base by a trunnion
bearing. What is the purpose of the trunnion bearing?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

5.

Which type of bandsaw is ideal for cutting round bar?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

Abrasive cut off, friction and cold saws
Abrasive cut off saws, friction saws and cold saws are all used in the vehicle body
building industry.
Cold saws leave a very accurate and neat cut compared with an abrasive saw.
Abrasive saws are noisy to operate and produce lots of sparks. The cut leaves a
dangerous, sharp burr and the cut material is also very hot compared with a cold saw,
which, as its name implies, cuts the material cold.

Read pages 86 and 87 of Fabrication Techniques, and then answer the following
questions.
1.

Name two metals which cannot be cut using an abrasive cut off saw.
a)

2.

__________________________

b) _______________________________

What function do teeth on a friction saw serve?
_________________________________________________________________

3.

Compared with an abrasive cut off saw which cuts by abrasion, what cutting action
does a cold saw use?
_________________________________________________________________
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Grinding machines
There are two common types of grinding machines: bench grinders and pedestal
grinders. Bench grinders can be mounted directly to a bench and are, therefore,
generally smaller than pedestal grinders, which are mounted on a pedestal and bolted
to the workshop floor.

Read pages 94 to 95 of Fabrication Techniques, and then answer the following
questions.
1.

The clearance between the work rest and the grinding wheel should be a
maximum of _____________.

2.

Name the two types of offhand grinding machines.
a)

3.

__________________________

b) _______________________________

Grinders are normally fitted with two wheels with different grades of grit. What is
the fine grit wheel generally used for?
_________________________________________________________________

Read pages 105 to 108 of Fabrication Techniques, and then answer the following
questions.
1.

How is a small grinding wheel tested for cracks?
_________________________________________________________________

2.

Name three grinding wheel defects which affect the performance.
a)

3.

__________________ b) __________________ c) ___________________

In relation to grinding wheels, what is loading?
_________________________________________________________________

4.

State one method which can be used to prevent grooving.
_________________________________________________________________
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Linishers
Read pages 116 to 118 of Fabrication Techniques, and then answer the following
questions.
1.

What is another name for a stationary belt grinding machine?
_________________________________________________________________

2.

Name the type of abrasive belt which should be used for aluminium.
_________________________________________________________________

Drilling machines
Drilling machines have a means of adjusting the speed at which the cutting drill turns.
Generally:
•

the smaller the drill bit, the higher the rpm of the drilling machine

•

the softer the material, the higher the rpm of the drilling machine

•

the harder the material, the lower the rpm of the drilling machine.

Pedestal drills are usually bolted to the floor and bench drills are designed to be
mounted on a bench.

Read pages 136 to 140 of Fabrication Techniques, and then answer the following
questions.
1.

Safety involving fixed drilling machines must always be observed. List four things
that must be done before starting the drill machine.
a)

______________________________________________________________

b)

______________________________________________________________

c)

______________________________________________________________

d)

______________________________________________________________
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Pan break folders
Read page 148 of Fabrication Techniques, and then answer the following questions.

1.

Why does a pan break folder have removable segmented fingers?
_________________________________________________________________

Pyramid rollers
Read pages 149 to 150 of Fabrication Techniques, and then answer the following
questions.
1.

Trying to roll too sharp a radius on the first pass through the rollers will result in a
_____________ _____________ before the material starts to bend.

2.

What are pyramid rollers used for?
_________________________________________________________________

3.

Which roller of a pyramid roller is adjustable?
_________________________________________________________________

Press brakes (hydraulic benders)
Press brakes are usually operated by hydraulic rams and a common brand name is
Hydrabend. These machines are ideal for bending heavy or long material.

Read pages 156 to 157 of Fabrication Techniques, and then answer the following
questions.
1.

Why must light sheet be supported during the bending process?
_________________________________________________________________

2.

When using a hydraulic brake press, which part of the blade should be used when
bending small jobs?
_________________________________________________________________
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H frame presses
Presses are used by vehicle body builders for a variety of work ranging from the
mechanical side of the trade to the fabrication side of the trade.

Read page 158 of Fabrication Techniques, and then answer the following questions.

1.

Name the typical range capacity of an H frame press.
_________________________________________________________________

2.

List three types of work an H frame press may be used for.
a)

______________________________________________________________

b)

______________________________________________________________

c)

______________________________________________________________
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Woodworking machines
Vehicle body builders are also required to be able to use woodworking machines.
Some of these are hand-held and others are fixed machinery. Fitting out mobile homes,
caravans or mobile workshops would require the use of woodworking machines.
Woodworking machines used by vehicle body builders may include the following:
•

circular saws

•

bandsaws

•

planers

•

thicknessers.

Circular saws
The primary operational function of a circular saw is to cut material to a given size
along its length. This involves:
•

cutting to width, known as ‘flat cutting’

•

cutting to thickness, known as ‘deep cutting’

•

angle cutting (or angular cutting) in certain circumstances.

The ripsaw bench comes in a variety of sizes and types. They have similar basic
features:
•

a frame or base on which a table is mounted

•

an arbor or saw spindle

•

a motor.
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Main parts of a circular saw
The main parts of a rip saw are the:
•

table

•

rise and fall adjustment

•

fence

•

riving knife

•

brake

•

blade

•

electrical switches.
Crown guard height adjustment
Blade

Crown guard

Table
Fence

Riving knife

Fence guide bar

Spindle rise and
fall handwheel

Base
Electrical switches

Main parts of a rip saw
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Circular saw table
The circular saw table is a flat, machined, cast-iron surface extending the full length
and width of the machine. It has a slot for blade projection with a removable section,
known as a gap plate, to enable the blade to be easily changed. A wooden throat piece
may be fitted at the infeed end of the saw slot to reduce the gap size at the front of the
blade to a minimum.
A groove, or slideway, may be milled in the top of the table from front to back, parallel
to and left of the blade. This allows a mitre or crosscut fence to be used. Some
machines may have a table groove on both sides of the blade. A guide bar is attached
to the front edge of the table (the infeed side) parallel to the edge of the table to allow
for a sliding fence.
Rise and fall adjustment
The handwheel is used to raise and lower the blade above the table. A locking device,
either in the centre of the wheel or on the side of the shaft, locks and unlocks the
handwheel. This holds the blade at the required height.
Fence
A rectangular metal fence is located on a guide bar which is attached to the front of
the table. Its function is to guide the material during the cutting process to achieve a
straight cut.
When set for operation, the fence must be square to the table and parallel to the blade.
It can be adjusted sideways at right angles to the front of the table and to the right of
the saw blade. It can be locked in position at the desired distance.
Fences are generally made in two parts with a front and a back plate. The front plate
may be adjusted forwards or backwards and is connected by bolts which slide in slots
in the back plate.

Fence toe

Circular saw fence

Fence

Saw fence position
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The front fence plate has a curved shape on the end nearest the blade. This curve
follows the shape of the blade at the front and is known as the toe of the fence. The
base of the toe must be set in line with the base of the gullets of the teeth at table level
when the blade is at its highest position.
Some fences are fitted with a graduated scale and a fine adjustment attachment (micro
adjustment) on the guide bar to allow very accurate settings to be made. Some fences
may also be tilted up to 45° for angle cutting.

Fence

Table

Graduated scale and fine adjustment knob

Riving knife
Handfed circular saws must be equipped with a spreader known as a riving knife or
splitter. This is made from tempered steel, or similar material, and must be the same
thickness as the cut (kerf) made by the saw blade. The edge of the riving knife closest
to the blade must be shaped to a radius that is not greater than that of the largest
diameter blade used in the machine. It must be able to be adjusted vertically and
horizontally to suit different blade diameters. The riving knife is fitted below the machine
table, behind and in line with the saw blade and on the same rise and fall adjustment
as the blade. This allows the same height to be maintained as the blade is adjusted up
and down. On machines where the guard is not mounted on the riving knife, the top of
the riving knife should be set just below the top of the saw blade to allow for grooving
operations.
The function of the riving knife is to:
•

prevent material from closing in or binding on the rear of the blade after cutting,
reducing the risk of material kickback

•

act as a guard to the back of the saw blade.
21
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Riving knife
Table

Riving knife

The maximum gap between the blade and the riving knife should not exceed 13 mm;
10 mm is closer to best practice. (Refer Australian Standards AS1473 for more
information on riving knives.)
Blades
The metal used to make the blades must be able to hold a cutting edge for long
periods, be soft enough to file, ductile for spring setting of the teeth, and tough enough
to hold tension. The blade must also be able to be brazed for the fitting of hardened
tips such as tungsten carbide tips.
The two types of blades most commonly used are the spring set plate blades and the
tungsten carbide blades. Increasingly, most blades used in the vehicle body building
industry are tungsten carbide blades.
A comparison of the two types of blades is set out in the table below.
Spring set plate
blades

Spring set plate blades are manufactured from a cast steel
plate containing carbon steel alloys. They are ground,
tempered, gulleted and tensioned, and the teeth are set and
sharpened. The blade’s thickness is measured in millimetres
and is referred to as the gauge. The thickness may be standard
for specific diameter blades but is generally specified to
distributors when ordering new blades.

Tungsten
carbide tipped
blades

A shaped tip of tungsten carbide is brazed to the front of each
tooth of a high quality plate steel blade. Tungsten carbide
tips are very hard, have a longer wearing life and remain
sharp longer than spring set plate blades. These blades were
originally introduced to solve the tough sawing problems
encountered when cutting abrasive timbers, manufactured
boards and other abrasive materials, eg laminates.
Conventional spring set plate blades suffered rapid blunting,
quick wear and dulling of the points of their teeth. Blade
technology and development has increased dramatically in the
past 25 years.
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Operating a circular saw
Operators of circular saws must be aware of the hazards which exist when using these
machines.
The following safety precautions must be observed when operating, setting up and
maintaining a circular saw.
•

Always isolate the power to the machine by turning the isolation switch to OFF
before carrying out any adjustments. Check that the main electrical supply has
been isolated by pressing the machine’s ON/OFF switch to ensure the machine
does not start.

•

Clear the surrounding work area.

•

Make sure that a properly constructed push stick is provided to be used whenever
possible to keep your hands clear of the blade. (Refer to Australian Standards
AS 1473 for details of what is an appropriate push stick.)

Push stick

•

When operating the circular saw:
−

Do not attempt to remove off-cuts or sawdust from the table with your
hands when the blade is in motion.

−

Do not place your hands in line with the cut.

−

Do not stand directly behind the material being cut.

−

Do not force feed the material.

−

Use an adequately designed and made push stick when cutting short or
narrow material.

−

Keep the table of the machine and the surrounding area clean and free of
off-cuts.

−

When ripping bowed material, place the round face down onto the table
and the round edge against the fence.
Twisted material is potentially the most dangerous material to rip as it
binds on the sides of the saw as it twists. Badly twisted material should be
discarded or cut into short lengths and planed on a surface planer prior to
ripping.

−

Never leave the saw unattended with the power turned ON.

−

Seek assistance to cut long, heavy or large material to make the movement
of the material easier.
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Note: All of the following set-up procedures must be checked by your trainer before the
machine is started and he/she must be present when you operate the machine.

Re-read the section on circular saws and then answer the following questions.

1.

2.

State the three main functions of a circular saw.
a)

______________________________________________________________

b)

______________________________________________________________

c)

______________________________________________________________

What is the purpose of the milled groove or slideway milled into the table?
_________________________________________________________________

3.

The fence serves a particular purpose. What is it?
_________________________________________________________________

4.

5.

Name the two functions of the riving knife.
a)

______________________________________________________________

b)

______________________________________________________________

Name the four main parts of the circular saw illustrated below.
a

b
c

d

a)

_________________________

b)

______________________________

c)

_________________________

d)

______________________________
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What is a kerf?
_________________________________________________________________

7.

8.

List two advantages of a tungsten tipped blade over a spring set plate blade.
a)

______________________________________________________________

b)

______________________________________________________________

Which Australian Standard should be referred to when deciding on an appropriate
push stick?
_________________________________________________________________

Fill in the missing words.
9.

Do not attempt to remove ____________ or ____________ from the table with
your hands when the blade is in motion.

10. Do not stand ____________ _______________ the material being cut.

11. Never leave the saw unattended with the power ____________ ____________ .
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Bandsaws
In vehicle body building the most common type of bandsaw in use is the narrow or
scroll bandsaw, which is designed mainly for curved cutting although straight cuts are
easily accommodated. This type of bandsaw is simply referred to as a bandsaw.

Upper bandwheel guard
(bandwheel behind)

Upper guide post lock
Front guard
Tensioning
wheel

Adjustable front guard
Upper guide assembly

Goose neck
Fence

Blade

Table
On/off switch

Lower bandwheel
guard (bandwheel
behind)

Dust extractor pipe

Brake

Base

Scroll band saw
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Table
The table is a casting with a heavily ribbed steel underside and a flat machined top. It
is located between the upper and lower band wheels. On some machines the table is
mounted on a trunnion, which allows it to be canted or tilted up to 45° in one direction.
This movement enables bevelled or splayed work to be done.
A slot, from the front to the centre of the table, allows the blade to be passed through
when it is being removed and/or replaced.
The table may have a groove machined in the top to enable a mitre fence to be used.

Tilted table
Some machines have tables that can be tilted to 45°. To make cuts while the table is
tilted, a manufacturer’s fence or some form of guide or support can be used to be sure
of a constant cut parallel to a line or to follow a curve.
Table insert
Where the blade passes through the centre of the table, a timber or lead filler, known
as a table insert or throat piece, is fitted. This supports the material and reduces
breakout when cutting. Alternatively, either brass or aluminium discs are placed one
above the other until they are level with the top of the table.
The condition of the table insert must be checked regularly, as small off-cuts may
become jammed between the blade and the insert, or fall through and become caught
between the blade and the bottom bandwheel. This may break the blade.

Lead filler or brass
or aluminium disc insert

Table insert throat piece
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Fence
The ripping fence is a removable piece of vertical metal and, if fitted, may be used on
either the left or right of the blade. It slides on either one or two horizontal steel guide
bars that are fixed to the front of the table.
The fence must be set square to the table and parallel to the blade. It may be
positioned on either side of the blade and locked into the required position by either a
locking lever or knob.
The function of the fence is to act as a guide to the material during the cutting process
to ensure a parallel cut and to give support to the material when ripping.

Fence

A mitre fence is a sliding, adjustable fence and may have a graduation scale. It is used
for crosscutting, cutting mitres and compound bevelling in conjunction with the tilting
table, and is fixed to a wooden or metal guide or runner. The mitre fence slides parallel
to the blade in the shallow groove milled into the top of the table.

Mitre fence
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Operational safety precautions
The following precautions must be observed to ensure the safe operation of the
bandsaw.
•

Keep the table of the machine and the surrounding area clean and free from offcuts.

•

Do not attempt to remove off-cuts from the table with your hands when the blade is
moving.

•

Use a push stick whenever possible and keep your hands clear of the blade to
prevent injury.

•

Do not stand on the right-hand side of the bandsaw. It is the most dangerous
position if the blade should break.

•

If a blade breaks, turn the machine off immediately and move well clear of
the loose blade. When the blade is stationary, use the brake to stop the lower
bandwheel.

•

Never attempt to remove the blade or open any guards until both bandwheels
have stopped revolving.

•

Do not place your hands in line with the cut. Keep them at least 50 millimetres to
either side of the blade.

•

Do not force-feed the cut. Excessive stress on the blade will cause it to break.

•

Do not force the blade to cut tighter curves than it is capable of cutting.

•

Plan the cuts carefully. Make relief cuts (short cuts at 90° to the main cutting line)
to avoid having to withdraw the material from the blade, particularly when making
long or curved cuts.
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Re-read the section on bandsaws and then answer the following questions.

1.

Point to the following parts of the bandsaw.
a)

Table

b)

Upper band wheel guard

c)

Lower band wheel guard

d)

Tensioning adjustment

e)

Fence

Scroll bandsaw
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Why is there a slot in the centre of the bandsaw’s table?
_________________________________________________________________

3.

Name two materials from which a table insert may be made.
a)

4.

_______________________

b)

_________________________________

What is the function of a mitre fence?
_________________________________________________________________

5.

Fill in the missing words.
Do not stand on the _______________ _______________ side of the bandsaw.

6.

Fill in the missing words.
Do not place your hands in _________________ with the _________________.

Planers
Surface planing machines are made in a large variety of sizes, from small benchmounted models to large production units. The surface planer is made up of a base or
frame that supports the adjustable infeed and outfeed table and a cutter block situated
between these tables. The surface planer operates on the principle of rotary cutting.

Surface planing machine
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Machines with long, wide tables are designed to surface heavy and long materials.
Machines with shorter tables are designed for shorter, lighter surfacing operations.
The surface planer plays an important part in the overall process of material
preparation, because any faults left after planing will be irreparable.
Face edge

Face

The main function of a surface planer is to prepare a face and face edge on the
material. A face is the widest surface, which is planed straight, along its length, flat and
free of wind (twist in the material length). The face edge is the smaller surface and is
planed square or at 90° to the face.
The material is placed with the surface to be planed on the infeed table and is then
passed over the revolving cutter block. After leaving the cutter block the material rests
on the outfeed table, which provides support for the completed cut.
This method of passing the material over the cutters is described as ‘feeding’ and the
speed at which it passes is called ‘rate of feed’. This is very important for producing a
good quality surface finish. General surfacing is done by hand feed, but power feed
options are available.

Machine parts and function
Outfeed table
Cutter block
(under guard)

Fence
Back guard

Infeed table

Front guard
(bridge type)

Motor/pulley (at rear)
Electrical
switch gear

Surface planer parts (also sometimes referred to as a buzzer)
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Tables
The surface planer is fitted with two tables: the infeed and the outfeed table. These are
rectangular, flat, machined, cast-iron surfaces. Their main function is to support the
material during the planing process. The tables must always be parallel to each other,
regardless of what operation is being performed.
The tables can be raised or lowered independently of each other. They are fitted on
either side of the cutter block. The infeed table faces the direction of the cutter block
rotation and is lowered to increase the depth of cut. For general machining, the outfeed
table must be exactly level with the cutters at their highest point of revolution.

Fence
The fence is a flat, machined casting which is used to support the timber and guide it
over the cutter. It is fitted to a bar which slides through a bracket attached to the righthand side of the infeed table. This allows the fence to be moved and locked in position
across the planer tables.

Fence

The fence extends over the infeed table, the cutter block, and a short distance over the
outfeed table. For general surfacing, the fence must be set at 90° to the infeed table.
When you need to bevel or chamfer the edge of stock, the fence may be tilted up to
45°.

Guards
Guards are generally metal covers or hoods designed to cover the cutter block and
moving parts to keep the operator safe.
There are two main guards covering the cutter block on a surface planer. These are
known as:
•

front guards

•

back guards.

Front guards are mounted on the left-hand or working side of the infeed table and
cutter block. There are two main types of front guards used on the surface planer:
•

the bridge guard

•

the leg-of-mutton guard.
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Bridge guard

Bridge guard

The bridge type should be adjusted to completely cover the cutters at all times. A rise
and fall movement is provided to accommodate variations in the thickness of material.
When surfacing and edging, the gap between the bridge guard and the timber being
surfaced must not exceed 10 mm. The gap between the fence and bridge guard must
not exceed the thickness of the timber plus 10 mm to prevent the operator’s fingers
from coming in contact with the cutters.
The leg-of-mutton guard
The leg-of-mutton guard is self-adjusting and can only move horizontally. The force of
the material pushing against it when the material moves forwards over the cutter block
activates it.

Leg-of-mutton guard

At the completion of the cut, a return spring returns the guard to its original position.
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Rear guards
Rear guards are fixed to the non-working side of the fence and automatically cover the
cutter block, regardless of the position of the fences on the table. (Refer to Australian
Standards AS1473 Sections 4.1 and 4.5.)

Rear guard

Operational safety precautions
The following safety precautions must be observed to ensure the safe operation of the
surface planer.
•

Adopt a safe, comfortable stance to enable full control of the operation.

•

Maintain a firm grip on the material and always keep hands on the top surfaces.
Never place hands or fingers on the trailing or rear end of the material.

•

Short material that is less than five times the distance between the lip of the infeed
and outfeed table must not be planed.

•

Check that the material is free of splits, metal particles and loose knots.

•

Plane timber with the grain to prevent kickback.

•

Avoid making dangerously deep cuts, but take several lighter cuts instead.

•

Use push blocks when planing short or thin timber.

•

Reset the machine for general surfacing after completing stopped work, rebates or
bevels.
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Re-read the section on planers and then answer the following questions.

1.

Which side of a piece of timber must be planed first?
Circle the correct answer.
a)

2.

The face edge

b) The face

Both the infeed and outfeed tables can be altered in height. Which table should be
altered to suit the depth of cut?
_________________________________________________________________

3.

In the space below, sketch a leg-of-mutton guard.

4.

Use an arrow to indicate the direction of the grain of the piece of timber illustrated
below.
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Thicknessers
The thicknesser is also called a panel planer. The primary function of the thicknesser
is to reduce timber to a required width or thickness parallel to a planed face and edge
of a piece of timber.
In its simplest form, the panel planer consists of a main frame, which supports the
table or bed, feed rollers, the feeding mechanism, a cutter block and pressure devices.
A series of guards and an exhaust hood cover the revolving cutter block to prevent
possible injury to the operator and to direct shavings away during the planing process.
The material, generally solid timber, is placed onto the table at the front of the machine,
with the pre-machined face or edge facing downwards. It is fed into the machine,
passing under anti-kickback fingers, a grooved power-driven infeed roller, a chip
breaker/pressure bar and a cutter block which removes the stock. A back pressure bar
supports the material, which is then fed out of the machine by a smooth, power-driven
outfeed roller.

Parts of the thicknesser

Guards

Cutter block

Table

Isolation
switch
Frame
Rise and fall of mechanism
Electrical switch gear

Panel planer parts
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Table
The table, or bed, of the thicknesser is a heavy solid casting, which has been machined
perfectly flat on the working surface. The working surface may be smooth or lightly
grooved to resist friction.
The table’s function is to support the material during the planing process, and it is
designed to eliminate vibration and to resist the strain and pressures involved in all
planing.
Rise and fall adjustment
The rise and fall mechanism may be operated by a revolving handwheel, or by electric
motor. This moves the table up or down to set the thickness of the material being
planed.
When setting the table, it is advisable to lower it below the required measurement and
then adjust it back to the required setting.
Thickness indicator
The height of the table is generally registered on a scale. This scale, known as a
thickness indicator, registers the exact distance between the table surface and the
cutting circle. It may be either a pointer and rule or a digital display. The distance
recorded on the scale should be the finished size of the material after planing.

0
1
2
3

0 4 0 0

4

10
11
12

Scale thickness indicator
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Anti-friction rollers
Rollers

Anti-friction roller

The anti-friction, idle or table rollers are set in the table directly under each of the upper
feed rollers. They are raised slightly above the table surface to break the frictional
resistance between the material and the table. If they are not raised, the degree of
friction that is built up could slow down or stop the feed movement.

Operational safety precautions
The following precautions must be observed to ensure the safe operation of the panel
planer.
•

Do not simultaneously feed material of varying thickness through a machine fitted
with a solid infeed roller.

•

Never look through the machine feed opening when the cutter block is revolving.

•

Stand to one side of the material being fed through the machine in case of
kickback.

•

Do not attempt to make a cut larger than the manufacturer's recommendations.

•

Do not feed material with too great a variation in thickness through a machine, as
kickback may occur.

•

Do not remove broken pieces, knots or chips from the table while the cutter block
is revolving.

•

Always machine solid timber with the grain. Never run solid timber through the
machine, across the grain.

•

Push a jammed work piece sideways to free it.

•

Keep hands clear of the cutter block when jointing.
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•

Never put your entire weight onto a jammed work piece, particularly if the timber is
thin.

•

When planing thin timber, support it by feeding it onto a jig (false table) placed into
the machine.

•

Never lower the table when a piece of timber will not feed through, as kickback
may occur – isolate the machine, wait for the cutter block to stop revolving, and
then make any necessary adjustments.

•

Allow the cutter block to reach maximum revolutions before feeding material
through.

Machine operations
The process of machining material after it has been faced and edged on a surface
planer is referred to as square dressing. The final product is generally termed Planed
All Round (PAR), or Dressed All Round (DAR).

Width planed first

When square dressing material, the width should always be machined first to reduce
the possibility of it tipping over or tilting as it passes through the machine (refer to the
above diagram).

Thickness planed second

When machining solid timber, the grain must always face in the direction of the cutter
block rotation.
Note: If the material to be planed is solid timber, the grain direction on the upper edge
must be determined. The grain should be pointing towards the operator in the same
direction as the cutter’s rotation.
When the face edge is flat on the table and the grain points in the correct direction, the
material is pushed into the machine until contact is made with the infeed roller.
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Planing short stock
When planing short material, for example material less than the distance between the
rollers, there is a tendency for the material to turn sideways in the panel planer.
To reduce this problem, the shorter lengths can be fed through the machine
continuously behind one another with the last piece being backed up by a scrap piece
of material.
Alternatively, clamp two pieces of stock to the table set far enough apart to allow
the material to be guided through the machine as it continuously feeds through the
machine.

Re-read the section on thicknessers and then answer the following questions.

1.

State the primary function of the thicknesser.
_________________________________________________________________

2.

What is the function of the rise and fall adjustment?
_________________________________________________________________

3.

In which order should the width and thickness of a piece of timber be planed?

a)

First __________________

b)
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